Make an impressive statement with the Móz Weave Wall system. Designed for easy assembly and installation, and decorated with our unique grains and colors to provide texture, depth, and movement to your environments. Whether you have a large or small installation, we can work with your design team to achieve something amazing!

STANDARD FEATURES

• Pre-fabricated and finished .050" solid-core aluminum ribbons.
• Integral aluminum pole and bracket in clear finish.
• Horizontal or vertical installations.
• Unique Móz Color & Grain options, each available in our Polycoat Gloss or Matte finish.
• 2-7/8” outside diameter brushed aluminum poles.
• Total offset from wall is 3-3/8”.

Standard Ribbon Sizes:

Widths (W)
• 19 3/4”
• 23 3/4”
• 29 3/4”
• 35 3/4”

Lengths (L)
• 42” (with 22” pole centers distance D)
• 54” (with 28” pole centers distance D)
• 66” (with 34” pole centers distance D)
• 78” (with 40” pole centers distance D)
• 90” (with 46” pole centers distance D)
OPTIONAL ADD-ONS

- Alternating ribbon widths.
- Alternating ribbon grains and/or alternating ribbon colors.

CUSTOM OPTIONS

- Custom ribbon sizes and layouts.
- Color matching.
- Perforated aluminum.
- Exterior finishes.

SAMPLE SIZES AND LAYOUTS

Can be scaled to any size.

Weave Wall piece with alternating 19 3/4” and 23 3/4” wide ribbons, 66” length ribbons, and 34” bars centers distance

Weave Wall piece with 19 3/4” wide and 54” length panels, and 28” bars centers distance

Grain direction on panels:

- Standard
- Cross-grain